Abstract The job-shop scheduling problem is one of the most difficult problems in scheduling. This paper presents an improved constraint satisfaction adaptive neural network for job-shop scheduling problems. The neural network is constructed based on constraint conditions of a job-shop scheduling problem. Its structure and neuron connections can change adaptively according to the real-time constraint satisfaction situations that arise during the solving process. Several heuristics are also integrated within the neural network to enhance its convergence, accelerate its convergence, and improve the quality of the solutions produced. An experimental study based on a set of benchmark jobshop scheduling problems shows that the improved constraint satisfaction adaptive neural network outperforms the original constraint satisfaction adaptive neural network in terms of computational time and the quality of schedules it produces. The neural network approach is also experimentally validated to outperform three
Introduction
The job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is one of the most difficult problems in scheduling. It aims to allocate a number of machines over time to perform a set of jobs with certain constraint conditions in order to optimize a certain criterion, e.g., minimizing the makespan (Baker 1974) . The JSSP has been much studied in the academic literature due to its importance as a typical combinatorial optimization problem and its potential expansion to a wide range of industrial problems. Traditionally, there are three kinds of methods to solve JSSPs: priority rules, combinatorial optimization, and constraints analysis (Dubois et al. 1995) . The first category has the merit of being computationally efficient and easy to implement on real cases, but there is no guarantee with respect to the quality of the solutions produced. Optimization methods are much more rigorous but are not tractable when the problem size is large and the optimal solution is required (Bellman et al. 1982) . The third category, originated from Erschler et al. (1976) , looks for a set of feasible solutions that meet several technical constraints from which the user may choose the final solution.
It has been demonstrated (Garey et al. 1976 ) that job-shop scheduling is usually an NP-complete prob-lem. Because of the NP-complete characteristics of the JSSP, it is usually very hard to find its optimal solution. Fortunately, an optimal solution in the mathematical sense is not always necessary in practice. Hence, researchers have turned to search for near-optimal solutions to JSSPs, utilizing many different heuristic algorithms (French 1982 ) and the near-optimal solutions that are produced usually meet the requirements of practical problems. Several knowledge-based scheduling systems have been presented (Fox and Zweben 1993; Hentenryck 1989) , which are much more general than traditional methods because they systematically use constraints, implement heuristic knowledge, and represent a framework for stating and solving combinatorial optimization problems.
Researchers have also investigated artificial intelligence methods for JSSPs. As one line of research on artificial intelligent methods for JSSPs, genetic algorithms (GAs) have been intensively investigated in the last decade (Bierwirth and Mattfeld 1999; Cheng et al. 1996 Cheng et al. , 1999 Fang et al. 1993; Hart et al. 2005) . Nowadays, several state-of-the-art JSSP scheduling systems are based on GAs (Vázquez and Whitley 2000a provides a comparison of several GAs on JSSPs). As reviewed by Hart et al. (2005) , many of the state-ofthe-art GA based approaches for JSSPs make use of heuristics, such as the classical Giffler and Thompson's algorithms (Giffler and Thompson 1960) , to generate schedules and/or guide genetic operators. Examples include the Heuristically-guided GA (HGA) (Hart and Ross 1998) , the Order Based Giffler and Thompson (OBGT) algorithm (Vázquez and Whitley 2000b) , and the GA with Time Horizon Exchange (THX) operators (Lin et al. 1997) .
Another line of research on intelligent methods for JSSPs is to investigate artificial neural network based scheduling systems for JSSPs (Luh et al. 2000; Akyol and Bayhan 2007) . Takefuji (1988a, 1988b) first used a neural network to solve JSSPs. Thereafter, several neural network architectures have been devised (Foo et al. 1994; Willems 1994; Willems and Brangts 1995; Yu 1997) . Willems (1994) first proposed a constraint satisfaction neural network for traditional JSSPs without free operations 1 . Willems's neural network was extended in (Yu 1997; Yu and Liang 2001) by adding a job constraint block to deal with free operations and introduced the gradient optimization mechanism that can be combined with the neural network for JSSPs. The above mentioned neural networks are basically static, where the connection weights and biases of neurons must be first prescribed according to the constraints of a particular JSSP and then remain fixed during the solving process.
In (Yang and Wang 2000) , a constraint satisfaction adaptive neural network (CSANN) was proposed for JSSPs. CSANN consists of a sequence constraint block that is constructed according to the sequence constraints of a JSSP and a resource constraint block that is constructed according to the resource constraints of the JSSP. CSANN works by iteratively removing the violation of the mapped constraints and can adaptively adjust the connection weights and biases of neurons according to the actual constraint violations during the solving process. In Wang 2000, 2001) , several heuristic algorithms were also proposed to improve the performance of CSANN and the quality of produced solutions. Recently, an improved model of CSANN (called CSANN-II), which simplifies the resource constraint block of CSANN, was proposed in (Yang 2005) with some preliminary experiments showing promising results. In CSANN-II, the resource constraint block is adaptively constructed from the actual resource constraint satisfaction situation during the solving process via a simple sorting algorithm. CSANN-II has reduced resource constraint neurons in the resource constraint block over the original CSANN model and hence has reduced computational complexity. In (Yang 2005) , some heuristics were also integrated to improve the performance of CSANN-II. For example, an adaptive pre-processing method was proposed to determine the expected makespan value used for CSANNs and a schedule improvement method was applied to get an active schedule (the definition of an active schedule will be given later on in Sect. 2.2) from a feasible schedule produced by CSANNs.
This paper further investigates CSANN-II for JSSPs and provides a compilation and extended discussion of work reported previously in Wang 2000, 2001; Yang 2005) . Based on an extended set of benchmark JSSPs, experiments are carried out in this paper to verify the computational complexity comparisons of CSANN-II over CSANN reported previously in (Yang 2005) , and new experiments are provided to investigate the impact of the initial expected makespan provided to CSANNs on the makespan of schedules produced by CSANNs. In this paper, the performance of CSANN-II is also experimentally validated in comparison with CSANN and three classical heuristics algorithms based on Giffler and Thompson's methods (Giffler and Thompson 1960) for JSSPs. The three classical heuristic algorithms studied in this paper are widely used as the fundamental tools for constructing advanced JSSP systems (Hart et al. 2005) . Just like the three classical heuristic algorithms, CSANN-II can act as a good fundamental tool for constructing advanced JSSP scheduling systems given its better performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the basic concepts of classical jobshop scheduling, the mathematical formulation and the classical Giffler and Thompson methods for JSSPs (Giffler and Thompson 1960) . Sect. 3 presents the original CSANN model proposed in Wang 2000, 2001) for JSSPs. In Sect. 4, the improved model of CSANN-II is described in detail together with the heuristic algorithms that can be combined with CSANN and CSANN-II for a better performance. Sect. 5 presents the computer simulation study based on a set of benchmark JSSPs to investigate the computational complexity of CSANN-II over CSANN and show the performance of the combined approach of CSANN-II and heuristic algorithms for JSSPs. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper with discussions on relevant future work.
2 The job-shop scheduling problem 2.1 Formulation of the JSSP Traditionally, the JSSP can be stated as follows (Conway et al. 1967 ): Given n jobs to be processed on m machines in a prescribed order under certain restrictive assumptions, the objective is to optimally arrange the processing order and the start times of operations to optimize certain criteria. Generally speaking, for JSSPs there are two types of constraints: sequence constraints and resource constraints. The first type states that one operation of a job must finish before another operation starts. The second type states that no more than one job can be handled on a machine at the same time. Job-shop scheduling can be viewed as an optimization problem, bounded by both sequence and resource constraints. Traditionally for a JSSP, each job may consist of a different number of operations, which are subject to some precedence restrictions. Usually, the processing order of each job by all machines and the processing time of each operation are known and fixed. Operations cannot be interrupted once started (i.e., nonpreemptive). This kind of scheduling is called deterministic and static. In this paper, we focus on the deterministic and static JSSP.
For the convenience of formulating the JSSP, some notations are defined as follows. Let J = {J 1 , . . . , J n } and M = {M 1 , . . . , M m } denote the job set and the machine set, respectively, where n and m are the numbers of jobs and machines, respectively. Let µ i be the number of operations for job i. O ikq , represents operation k of job i to be processed on machine q, T ikq and P ikq represent the start time and processing time of O ikq , respectively, T iµiq and P iµiq represent the start time and processing time of the last operation of job i, respectively 2 . Denote r i and d i as the release date (the earliest start time) and deadline (the latest end time) of job i. Let S i denote the set of operation pairs [O ikp , O ilq ] of job i, where O ikp must be processed before O ilq . Let R q be the set of operations O ikq to be processed on machine q.
Taking minimizing the makespan as the optimization criterion, the mathematical formulation of the JSSP considered in this paper can be presented as follows:
where the cost function E is the completion time of the latest operation. Minimizing the cost function means minimizing the makespan. Equation (1) represents the sequence constraint; (2) represents resource constraints in a disjunctive format; (3) represents the release date and deadline constraints. Note that the fact that jobs can have deadlines suggests that problems could be oversubscribed (i.e., there may be more jobs to do than available resources). In this paper, oversubscribed problems will not be considered. This paper will mainly concern JSSPs with no (tight) deadline constraints for jobs. In this paper, we also assume that a job is not allowed to be processed by a machine more than once. Using the standard notation for scheduling systems of Graham et al. (1979) , the above JSSP can be denoted by Jm|n|C max , where J means job-shop scheduling and C max means minimizing the maximal completion time, i.e., the makespan. For a Jm|n|C max , there are at most n(m−1) sequence constraint inequalities of (1), at most mn(n − 1) resource constraint inequalities of (2), at most mn start time constraint inequalities of (3), resulting in a total number of at most n(mn+ m− 1) constraint inequalities. There are also at most mn number of variables T ikq . The objective of job-shop scheduling is to find values for these variables so that they satisfy all the constraint inequalities while minimizing the makespan.
Classification of schedules to JSSPs
Given a JSSP, any feasible solution to the above formulation is called a feasible schedule. Given a feasible schedule for a JSSP, if an operation can be left-shifted, i.e., started earlier, without altering the processing sequences, such a left-shift is called a local left-shift. If a left-shift of an operation alters the processing sequences but does not delay any other operations, it is called a global left-shift. Based on the concept of local and global left-shift, feasible schedules for a JSSP can be classified into four types: inadmissible, semi-active, active and non-delay. Inadmissible schedules are those that contain excess idle time and can be improved by local leftshift(s). Semi-active schedules are those that allow no local left-shift. Active schedules are those that allow neither local left-shift nor global left-shift. Non-delay schedules are those schedules in which no machine is kept idle when it could start processing some operation.
The relationships between the different kinds of feasible schedules are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Non-delay schedules are necessarily active and hence also necessarily semi-active. An optimal schedule with respect to makespan is guaranteed to be an active one but not necessarily a non-delay one (Baker 1974) . However, there is strong empirical evidence that non-delay schedules show a better mean solution quality than active ones. Nevertheless, scheduling algorithms typically search the space of active schedules in order to guarantee that the optimum is taken into consideration. 
: Select an operation O ∈ C randomly and schedule it on M * with its start time equal to ES(O). 5: Delete O from D and return to step 1. Giffler and Thompson (1960) first proposed a systematic method, denoted GT-Act in this paper, to generate any active schedules for JSSPs as described below. Let ES(O) and EC(O) denote the earliest (possible) start time and earliest (possible) completion time of an operation O respectively. Let D be a set of all operations that are not scheduled yet and can be scheduled next. Initially, D consists of the first operations of jobs. An active schedule is generated by iteratively updating D and selecting one operation from D until all operations are scheduled (i.e., D is empty) as shown in Algorithm 1. Giffler and Thompson (1960) also developed an algorithm, henceforth denoted GT-ND, to generate any non-delay schedules for JSSPs iteratively as shown in Algorithm 2. GT-ND differs from GT-Act only in that, in step 2, GT-ND selects from D the operation with the minimum earliest (possible) start time to be O * in order to decide the machine M * to schedule an operation on.
Giffler and Thompson heuristics for JSSPs
In step 4 of the above GT-Act and GT-ND algorithms, an operation to be selected from the conflict set C has an important effect on the final active and non-delay schedule respectively. Researchers have developed a large number of heuristic priority rules to be 
: Select an operation O ∈ C according to a priority rule randomly selected from a set of priority rules and schedule it on M * with its completion time equal to EC(O). 5: Delete O from D and return to step 1. used in the Giffler and Thompson algorithms to select an operation from the conflict set C to be scheduled next. An extensive summary and discussion on heuristic priority rules can be found in (Blackstone et al. 1982; Haupt 1989; Graves 1981) . Table 1 lists some priority rules commonly used for scheduling an operation for JSSPs in practice.
It is also quite common that the priority rules can be combined into the Giffler and Thompson algorithm: when dispatching an operation, one priority rule is first randomly selected from a pre-defined set of priority rules and then is applied to select an operation. This hybrid method is denoted GT-Rule in this paper and is described in Algorithm 3.
The GT-Act, GT-ND, and GT-Rule algorithms have become the basis for many state-of-the-art hybrid scheduling systems for JSSPs (Hart et al. 2005) . For example, in Hart and Ross's HGA (Hart and Ross 1998) , each gene in a chromosome represents a pair of values (method, heuristic), where method denotes either GT-Act or GT-ND should be used at each iteration of a scheduling algorithm to calculate a set of schedulable operations, and heuristic represents the priority dispatch rule to be used to select an operation from that set. The priority dispatch rules used in HGA are similar to those shown in Table 1 .
In this paper, the GT-Act, GT-ND, and GT-Rule algorithms will be used as peer algorithms for comparing
the performance of CSANN and CSANN-II for JSSPs. The GT-Rule algorithm studied in this paper uses the six rules in Table 1 as the set of priority rules. The following two sections will describe the details of the original CSANN model and the improved CSANN-II model, respectively.
The original CSANN model for JSSPs
Usually, a neural unit (or neuron), say neuron i, in a neural network consists of a linear summator and a nonlinear activation function f (·), which are serialized (Haykin 1999) as below:
where the summator sums a bias B i and received activations A j (j = 1, . . . , n) from connected neurons with connection weight W ij from neuron j to neuron i. The output of the summator is the net input N i to neuron i, which is then passed to the activation function f (·) to obtain the activation A i . Figure 2 shows the model of a general neuron in a neural network.
Neurons of CSANN
Based on the general neuron model, CSANN contains three kinds of neurons: ST-neurons, SC-neurons and RC-neurons. Each ST-neuron represents an operation with the activation representing the start time of the operation. Each SC-neuron or RC-neuron represents whether a relevant sequence constraint or resource constraint is satisfied, respectively.
The net input and activation functions of an STneuron, ST i , are defined as:
where in (5) the net input of ST i is summed from three parts. The first and second parts come from the activations of ST i -relevant SC-neurons SC j weighted by W SCj →STi and the activations of ST i -relevant RCneurons RC k weighted by W RC k →STi , which implement feedback adjustments due to sequence and resource constraint violations, respectively. The third part comes from the previous activation of neuron ST i itself. The activation function in (6) is a linear-segmented one, where r i and d i are the release and deadline of job i to which the operation, corresponding to ST i , belongs. P STi is the processing time of the operation. This activation function implements the release and deadline constraints described by (3). The net input and activation functions of an SCneuron SC i or a RC-neuron RC i have the same definition as shown below:
where C i represents SC i or RC i and B Ci is the bias, which equals the processing time of an operation corresponding to ST 1 or ST 2 (more details are explained in Sect. 3.2). The ST-neurons, ST 1 and ST 2 , represent two operations of the same job for an SC-neuron, or two operations sharing the same machine for a RC-neuron. The activation function is linear-segmented. When the activation of an SC-neuron or RC-neuron is greater than zero, it means the relevant sequence constraint or resource constraint is violated and there will be feedback adjustments from C i to relevant ST 1 and ST 2 with adaptive weights. In the following section, the connection weights and biases for SC-neurons and RC-neurons and feedback adjustments from an SC-neuron or RCneuron to ST-neurons are explained.
Connection weights and biases
All neurons in CSANN are structured into two problemspecific constraint blocks: the sequence constraint block (SC-block) that deals with all sequence constraints of a given JSSP and the resource constraint block (RCblock) that deals with all resource constraints of a given JSSP. Each SC-block unit has two ST-neurons that represent two operations of a job and one SC-neuron that represents whether the relevant sequence constraint is satisfied, see Fig (1) between O ikp and O ilq , with B SC ikl being its bias. I ST ikp and I ST ilq represent the initial value for T ikp and T ilq , which are taken as the initial net input to ST ikp and ST ilq , respectively. The weights and bias are valued as follows:
where W is a positive feedback adjustment factor (it is the same in other equations in this paper). At time t during the run of CSANN, if the sequence constraint between O ikp and O ilq is satisfied, the activation A SC ikl (t) of SC ikl equals zero; otherwise, the activation of SC ikl will be greater than zero and can be calculated by
The feedback adjustments from SC ikl to ST ikp and ST ilq are shown as follows:
where the feedback adjustments put backward the start time T ikp of O ikp and put forward the start time T ilq of O ilq . Thus, the sequence constraint violation between O ikp and O ilq may be solved. Figure 3 (b) shows an example RC-block unit RCB qikjl , representing the resource constraint of (2) between O ikq and O jlq on machine q. At time t during the run of CSANN, the connection weights and bias are adaptively valued according to the following two cases. (13) holds
In this case, RCB qikjl represents a sequence constraint described by the first disjunctive equation of (2). If violation exists, the activation of RC qikjl and feedback adjustments from RC qikjl to ST ikq and ST jlq are calculated by (17) holds
In this case, RCB qikjl represents a sequence constraint described by the second disjunctive equation of (2). If a violation exists, the activation of RC qikjl and the feedback adjustments are calculated by
3.3 Network complexity and running mechanism
The architecture of CSANN consists of two layers. The bottom layer consists of only ST-neurons. The top layer consists of SC-neurons and RC-neurons that are connected to ST-neurons at the bottom layer according to the exact sequence and resource constraints of a specific JSSP. For a traditional JSSP with m machines and n jobs where each job goes through all machines once (i.e., µ i = m for all i ∈ J) in a certain sequencing order, it requires mn ST-neurons representing the mn operations, n(m − 1) SC-neurons representing the n(m − 1) sequence constraints described by (1), and mn(n − 1)/2 RC-neurons representing the mn(n−1)/2 resource constraints described by (2). In total, there are n(0.5mn + 1.5m − 1) neurons for the whole CSANN, which is in the order of O(mn 2 ). Given a problem-specific CSANN, there are three running mechanisms to produce a schedule (Yang and Wang 2000) . In the first mechanism, for each iteration, the activation of units is calculated in a fixed order: first calculating each ST-unit, then calculating each SC-unit, and finally calculating each RC-unit. This results in a deterministic unique schedule under the same initial conditions of ST-units. The second mechanism calculates the activation of units in a random order for each iteration, which results in non-deterministic schedules under the same initial conditions of ST-units. These two mechanisms are asynchronous. The third mechanism is synchronous, where the activation of units is calculated in a parallel manner. For each iteration, the activation of all units is calculated in a random or fixed order, but the newly calculated activation of a unit is not sent immediately to its connected units but stored until all (23) and (24) if Algorithm 6 is triggered, or with (15) and (16) or (19) and (20), otherwise. 4: Repeat step 2 to 4 until all neurons become stable without changes, i.e., all sequence and resource constraints are satisfied and a feasible schedule is produced. 5: Produce a semi-active schedule from the feasible schedule produced by CSANN.
Algorithm 5 Swap two adjacent operations of a job
exchange the order of O ikp and O ilq by exchanging their start times as follows:
units have finished their calculations and stored their activations. In the next calculation cycle, the activation of a unit is calculated using the stored activations of the connected units.
In this paper, CSANN is run iteratively using the first asynchronous running mechanism. Each iteration first calculates each SC-block unit in the SC-block and then calculates each RC-block unit in the RC-block in a fixed order, e.g., starting from RC-block units corresponding to the first machine, to RC-block units corresponding to the second machine, and so on. This iteration continues until the activations of all SC-neurons and RC-neurons become zero. The final activations of ST-neurons form a feasible schedule to the given JSSP.
The procedure of running CSANN to produce a schedule is summarized in Algorithm 4. In order to enhance the performance of CSANN for JSSPs, several heuristic algorithms were developed in Wang 2000, 2001) . These heuristic algorithms, Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6, are integrated in Algorithm 4. They are described in the following section.
Heuristic algorithms for CSANNs

Swap two adjacent operations of a job
During the running of CSANN, if two adjacent operations of the same job are placed in an order that violates Algorithm 6 Swap two adjacent operations on a machine
swap the order of O ikq and O jlq on machine q: This heuristic algorithm aims to accelerate the solving process. In fact, (21) and (22) form a more direct method of removing sequence constraint violations than the feedback adjustment scheme in CSANN. Hence, the adjustment time for removing sequence constraint violations is shortened and the solving process is speeded up.
Swap two adjacent operations on a machine
During the running of CSANN, due to conflicts resulting from sequence and resource constraint violation feedback adjustments, the phenomenon of deadlock may occur (Yang and Wang 2000) . Deadlocks stop CSANNs from producing a feasible solution. A heuristic algorithm was proposed to break the deadlock (and hence make it possible to produce feasible schedules) by exchanging the order of two adjacent operations on the same machine via exchanging their start times under a certain condition.
The heuristic algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 6) works as follows. For each RC-block unit RCB qikjl , a variable T qikjl (t) is defined to count, accumulated over iterations, the number of continuous and similar feedback adjustments from RC qikjl to ST ikq and ST jlq due to the resource constraint violation between O ikq and O jlq on machine q. Two feedback adjustments are called similar if they have the same effect on ST ikq and ST jlq , e.g., both pushing T ikq forward while pushing T jlq backward. Whenever the resource constraint between O ikq and O jlq is satisfied or a different feedback adjustment occurs within RCB qikjl , T qikjl (t) will be reset to zero. However, if a deadlock occurs, T qikjl (t) will increase over CSANN iterations because the feedback adjustments from RC qikjl to ST ikq and ST jlq will remain similar due to the resource constraint violation between O ikq and O jlq . When T qikjl (t) reaches a prescribed threshold value H (e.g., H = 5), Algorithm 6 is triggered to swap the start times of O ikq and O jlq on machine q and reset T qikjl (t) to zero. Figure 4 illustrates how a deadlock may happen and how Algorithm 6 solves the deadlock problem on Fig. 4 (a) and we have H 21221 (0) = 0. In the first iteration, the sequence constraint feedback adjustments will push the start times of O 122 and O 212 toward the right and left, respectively, giving Fig. 4(b) . Then the resource constraint feedback adjustment from RC 21221 to ST 122 and ST 212 in the first iteration will result in Fig. 4 (c) with H 21221 (1) = 1. It can be imagined that a deadlock will happen in the following iterations because the sequence constraint feedback adjustments will push T 122 and T 212 toward the right and left, respectively, and the resource constraint feedback will be similar over iterations, separating O 122 and O 212 on machine 2. This procedure continues till the fifth iteration, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Now H 21221 (5) reaches the threshold H = 5 and hence triggers Algorithm 6 to swap the start times of O 122 and O 212 , resulting in Fig. 4 (e) and H 21221 (6) is reset to 0. Thereafter, another resource constraint feedback adjustment from RC 22112 to ST 212 and ST 122 in the next iteration will produce a feasible schedule, as shown in Fig. 4(f) . From the above description, it can be seen that swapping only happens between two adjacent operations on a machine because, for two non-adjacent operations O ikq and O jlq , their corresponding resource constraint will be satisfied and hence T qikjl (t) will be zero.
Improving the quality of schedules
Unlike the schedules produced by the Giffler and Thompson algorithms, the feasible schedules produced by CSANN are usually inadmissible, where there may exist many idle times for each machine while some operations are available to be processed. The schedules can be improved by compacting away these idle times. In (Yang and Wang 2001) , an algorithm is used to produce a semiactive schedule from the schedule produced by CSANN. It first sorts all the operations in a non-decreasing order of their start times, and then moves each operation from the first to the last in the ordered operation list to its earliest possible start time by local left-shift(s). This semi-active algorithm is applied as step 5 in Algorithm 4.
The improved CSANN-II model for JSSPs
Simplifying the RC-block for CSANN
In the original CSANN model, the major network complexity (and hence computational complexity) lies in the RC-block. In CSANN, any combination of two operations to be processed on a machine corresponds to one RC-block unit. Assuming each of the n jobs of a JSSP passes through all machines once, there will be n(n − 1)/2 RC-block units for each machine. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) , where each ST-neuron ST i (i = 1, . . . , n) represents one operation of a job. This gives the whole RC-block a network complexity of O(mn 2 ), a magnitude n larger than the network complexity of the SC-block, which is O(mn). Hence, any simplification in the RC-block will further improve the performance of CSANN.
Fortunately, when we further consider the running of the RC-block, a potential improvement can be obtained. When we run CSANN for a JSSP, during each iteration of the RC-block, in fact usually only a part of the n(n − 1)/2 resource constraints with respect to one machine are violated and hence are relevant to our Algorithm 7 Construct the RC-block adaptively 1: Before each iteration of the RC-block, sort the ST-neurons related to each machine according to their activations (i.e., present start times of relevant operations to be processed on the machine) in a non-decreasing order. 2: From the first to the last in the ordered ST-neuron list, construct one RC-block unit for two adjacent ST-neurons.
concern toward a feasible schedule. The ratio of relevant resource constraints on the average decreases with the solving progress of CSANN. In other words, with the solving progress of CSANN, quite a lot of RC-block units are, in fact, redundant in terms of solving resource constraint violations during each iteration since they do not involve violated resource constraints on a machine. This thinking leads to the following mechanism of constructing a dynamic RC-block adaptively during each iteration of CSANN instead of the original static RCblock, see Algorithm 7. The new CSANN model with the above adaptive RC-block construction mechanism is named CSANN-II. In CSANN-II, the number of RC-block units on each machine is greatly reduced. Assuming each job of a JSSP passes through all machines once, the number of RC-block units regarding each machine will be reduced to n − 1, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . In Fig. 5(b) , the n ST-neurons on a machine are sorted according to their activations in a non-decreasing order from left to right, i.e., A ST1 ≤ A ST2 ≤ · · · ≤ A STn . The n − 1 RC-neurons are constructed as follows: RC i(i+1) is connected to adjacent ST-neurons ST i and ST i+1 (i = 1, . . . , n − 1).
Comparison of network and computational complexity
For CSANN-II, for a traditional JSSP with m machines and n jobs where each job passes through all machines in a certain sequencing order, it requires mn ST-neurons, n(m − 1) SC-neurons, and m(n − 1) RC-neurons. In total, CSANN-II consists of 3mn−m−n neurons, which is in the order of O(mn) instead of in the order of O(mn 2 ) for CSANN. This is a reduction of magnitude n regarding the network complexity.
For each CSANN-II iteration, sorting the ST-neurons for each machine requires O(n log n) calculations by a quick sort algorithm (Cormen et al. 1990 ). It also requires n(m − 1) SC-neuron calculations and m(n − 1) RC-neuron calculations, resulting in a computational complexity of O(mn log n). In contrast, each iteration of CSANN requires n(m − 1) SC-neuron calculations and mn(n−1)/2 RC-neuron calculations, which is in the order of O(mn 2 ). Hence, for each iteration of the neural network, CSANN-II achieves a reduction of magnitude O(n/ log n) over CSANN with respect to the computational complexity.
New heuristic algorithms for CSANNs
For CSANN-II, Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 can also be used to speed up the solving process and enhance the convergence. In addition to these algorithms, this paper presents two other heuristics to be combined with CSANNs (both CSANN and CSANN-II) to achieve even better performance. They are described as follows.
Producing a proper expected makespan
For a JSSP without deadline constraints, which is the concern of this paper, we need to set an expected makespan as the common deadline of all jobs for CSANNs to run. The expected makespan can be taken as what a scheduler wants to achieve. The value of the expected makespan greatly affects the performance of CSANNs. If it is set too large, the quality of schedules produced by CSANNs will be low. Decreasing the expected makespan, the quality of schedules produced by CSANNs will increase. The computational time rises but is still reasonable (i.e., increasing slowly with the decrease of the expected makespan) if the value of expected makespan 11 Algorithm 8 Produce a proper expected makespan 1: Initialize the pre-processing stage cycle counter k := 0 and tightness factor γ(0) := 0.5 2: For cycle k of the pre-processing stage, run CSANN or CSANN-II for τ times with the expected makespan set to γ(k) × P , where P is the total processing time of all operations 3: CalculateĪ := ( i=τ i=1 I i (k))/τ , where I i (k) is the number of iterations used by CSANN or CSANN-II for a schedule in the ith run of the kth cycle of the pre-processing stage 4: ifĪ < ρ × O then 5:
γ(k + 1) := γ(k) − δ, where δ is a preset decreasing factor for γ 6: k++ 7:
Go to step 2 8: end if 9: Return γ(k) × P as the final expected makespan is still above a certain level. However, when the value of the expected makespan is decreased to a certain value, called the threshold value, it will take CSANNs too long to produce a feasible schedule or even make it impossible to produce a feasible schedule. This qualifies the importance of setting a proper expected makespan for CSANNs to run.
In this paper, an adaptive heuristic algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 8, is proposed to produce a proper expected makespan by adding a pre-processing stage. Let P denote the total processing time of all operations of a JSSP and O denote the total number of operations, i.e., O = i=n i=1 µ i . The expected makespan can be represented by γ × P where γ is the tightness factor. Algorithm 8 works by cyclically decreasing the tightness factor γ from 0.5 until it reaches a value that requires CSANNs to use a number of iterations that is above a prefixed value (and results in CSANNs running for too long) to produce a schedule.
In Algorithm 8, τ is the total number of runs for each cycle of the pre-processing stage, I i (k) is the number of iterations that CSANN or CSANN-II uses to produce a schedule in the ith run of the kth cycle of the pre-processing stage,Ī(k) is the mean number of iterations that CSANN or CSANN-II uses to produce a schedule in the kth cycle of the pre-processing stage, ρ is a coefficient that roughly determines the mean number of iterations required by CSANNs to produce a schedule after the pre-processing stage, and δ is the decreasing factor for the tightness factor γ.
The design of Algorithm 8 is based on our experience of running CSANNs. A key factor relevant to the computational cost is the number of iterations that CSANNs require to produce a schedule. During our preliminary experiments, it seems that, if the expected makespan is properly set, the number of iterations that CSANNs require to produce a schedule has an approximately linear relationship with the total number of operations in the JSSP. When the number of iterations required by CSANNs to produce a schedule is approximately linear with the total number of operations, the computation time for a schedule is always reasonable. Hence, Algorithm 8 is designed to produce a proper expected makespan that makes the mean number of iterations that CSANN or CSANN-II requires to produce a schedule to be approximately linear with O. This is realized by cyclical trials. For each cycle, we try to reduce the factor γ (and hence tighten the expected makespan) while ensuring that the mean number of iterations required to produce a schedule is still within a linear relation with O approximately.
Improving the quality of solutions
Just like CSANN, the feasible schedules produced by CSANN-II are usually inadmissible. In this paper, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to generate an active schedule from the feasible schedule produced by CSANN-II as follows: first, sort all operations in a non-decreasing order of their start times; then, from the first to the last in the ordered operation list, each operation is moved forward to its earliest start time as follows: if possible, performing a global left-shift; otherwise, if possible, performing a local left-shift. The details are shown in Algorithm 9.
The adjustments of the start times of all operations in Algorithm 9 are dynamic. That is, the adjusted start time of an operation takes effect in adjusting the latter operations. For example, supposing that T i(k−1)p has already been adjusted, when computing T ikq of operation O ikq which is just subsequent to O i(k−1)p of the same job i, the adjusted T i(k−1)p is used in (25) or (26) instead the original T i(k−1)p . Hence, each operation needs only one adjustment to produce an active schedule. Fig. 6 illustrates the use of Algorithm 9 for an active schedule from an inadmissible schedule produced by CSANN-II on a J2|2|C max JSSP.
Hybrid approach of CSANNs and heuristics for JSSPs
The proposed heuristics can be combined with CSANN and CSANN-II for JSSPs. In practice,we can execute the hybrid approach that combines heuristics with CSANN or CSANN-II a number of times to produce a number of schedules and select the best one as the final schedule. The running strategy is shown in Algorithm 10, where some preliminary experiments may be carried out to set the proper values for W , H, τ , ρ, and δ. The procedure of running CSANN-II for one schedule is summarized in Algorithm 11. Algorithm 9 Produce an active schedule 1: Given a feasible schedule {T ikp , i ∈ N, k ∈ {1, . . . , µ i }, p ∈ M } produced by CSANN-II, sort all operations in a nondecreasing order of their start times. 2: for each operation O ikp from the first to the last in the ordered operation list do 3:
Denote the already orderly adjusted r operations on machine p by a list Lp = {O 1 , · · · , Or}. If there is no operation already adjusted on machine p (i.e.,, r = 0), then Lp is empty.
4:
Denote the start and precessing time of O j ∈ Lp by T O j and P O j , respectively. 5:
For the convenience of description, define dummy operations O i0 * ( * ∈ M ) and O 0 with the start time and precessing time being zero, i.e., T i0 * = P i0 * = 0 and
Declare two variables Done = f alse and j = 1. 7:
Perform a global left shift as follows: 
Perform a local left shift as follows:
end if 20: end for 5 Experimental study
Experimental setting
The experimental study was executed on a PC with 2.2Ghz AMD Opteron 848 CPU using the GNU C++ programming environment under the Linux system. It has three purposes: validating the computational complexity of CSANN-II over CSANN for JSSPs, comparing the performance of CSANN and CSANN-II over the three classical heuristics for JSSPs described in Sect. (21) and (22) if Algorithm 5 is triggered, or with (11) and (12), otherwise. 3: Construct the RC-block by Algorithm 7. 4: Run each RC-neuron RC qikjl of the RC-block: calculate its activation with (14) or (18). If A RC qikjl (t) = 0, adjust A ST ikq (t + 1) and A ST jlq (t + 1) with (23) and (24) if Algorithm 6 is triggered, or with (15) and (16) or (19) and (20), otherwise. 5: Repeat step 2 to 4 until a feasible schedule is produced. 6: Use Algorithm 9 to produce an active schedule from the feasible schedule produced by CSANN-II. and analyzing the effect of some key component algorithms proposed for CSANN-II. Three sets of experiments were carried out regarding the three purposes, respectively. For CSANNs, the parameters W and H are set as in (Yang and Wang 2001) : W = 0.5 and H = 5.
In the experimental study we select the benchmark JSSPs LA01, LA06, LA11, LA16, LA21, and LA26 from Lawrence (1984) as the test bed. Table 2 shows the problem sizes and the best known or optimal values (B/O in short) of the makespan of these test JSSPs, where the optimal values are shown in the bold font. The source data of these JSSPs can be found in (Beasley 1990). These JSSPs form a good test bed because we can study the effect of not only increasing n while fixing m, but also doubling m while fixing n on the performance of CSANNs.
Experiments on the computational complexity
In the first set of experiments, we focus on the study of the computational complexity of CSANN-II over the original CSANN based on the six test JSSPs. In this set of experiments, CSANN uses Algorithms 4, 5 and 6, and CSANN-II uses Algorithms 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11. Algorithm 8 is switched off for both CSANN and CSANN-II and the expected makespan value is manually set to γ × P where γ ≤ 0.5. In order to test the effect of the expected makespan value on the performance of CSANNs, γ needs to be set to different values. In order to properly study the effect of different settings of γ on the performance of CSANNs, we carried out some preliminary experiments. In the preliminary experiments, for each JSSP problem, CSANN and CSANN-II were run a few times with γ manually decreased from 0.5 to a value that becomes unreasonable. A value of γ is said unreasonable if it is too tight such that it takes CSANNs too long to produce a feasible schedule or it is impossible for CSANNs to produce a feasible schedule. According to our preliminary experiments, the settings of γ shown in Table 3 basically capture the time growth feature of CSANNs for each test JSSP and hence were used in the following experiments. That is, γ is decreasingly set to the values from 0.5 to 0.3 with a step of 0.05 for all JSSPs and is then reduced from 0.3 with a step 0.02 till it becomes unreasonable for each test JSSP. For each value of γ, CSANN or CSANN-II was run 10000 times with different random seeds to produce 10000 schedules for each test JSSP and the time used for all runs was recorded. For each run, the number of iterations of CSANN or CSANN-II was also recorded. The experimental results regarding the best and mean makespan produced by CSANN and CSANN-II over the 10000 runs against different settings of γ on the JSSPs are plotted in Fig. 7 . The experimental results regarding the computational complexity of CSANNs, including the required number of iterations per schedule (IPS), the run time per schedule (TPS), and the run time per iteration (TPI) against different values of γ on the JSSPs are plotted in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8 , the data were averaged over the 10000 runs, the computational complexity measures are log-scaled, and TPS and TPI are plotted in the unit of millisecond and microsecond respectively.
From Figs. 7 and 8, several results can be observed and are analyzed as follows. First, CSANN-II greatly outperforms CSANN with respect to the quality of schedules produced, either the best makespan or the mean makespan, under almost all values of γ on all the test JSSPs (see Fig. 7 ). On LA21 and LA26, when γ is set to loose values, e.g., bigger than 0.3, even the mean makespan achieved by CSANN-II is better than the best makespan achieved by CSANN. Under almost all settings of γ, CSANN-II has reached the optimal schedule for JSSPs LA01, LA06, and LA11.
Second, with respect to the computational complexity of CSANNs, it can be seen that CSANN-II greatly (note that the y-axis is log-scaled in Fig. 8) shortens the mean run time used to produce a schedule over CSANN under all values of γ on all the test JSSPs with only one exception occurred on LA16 with γ = 0.24 where CSANN-II is beaten by CSANN 3 .
One thing to notice is that on the average, CSANN-II requires slightly more iterations for a schedule on all JSSPs, see the IPS lines in Fig. 8 . This happens because the dynamic RC-block in CSANN-II is not totally equivalent to the static RC-block in CSANN. For example, in Fig. 5(a) , except for the n − 1 RC-neurons that correspond to the n − 1 RC-neurons in Fig. 5(b) , not all the other n(n − 1)/2 − (n − 1) = (n − 1)(n − 2)/2 RC-neurons are irrelevant. Among them, some relevant RC-neurons will help solve the resource constraint violations during each iteration. This slightly helps shorten the total number of iterations to reach a feasible schedule. However, this benefit of slightly reduced number of iterations in CSANN is rather small in comparison with the benefit of reduced computational cost per iteration due to greatly reduced size of the RC-block in CSANN-II. The overall effect is that on the average the TPS required by CSANN-II is significantly shorter than the TPS required by CSANN.
In Sect. 4.2, we have analyzed that for each iteration of the neural network, CSANN-II achieves a re- , IPS  CSANN-II, IPS  CSANN, TPS  CSANN-II, TPS CSANN, TPI CSANN-II, TPI Fig. 8 Experimental results on the mean iterations per schedule (IPS), mean time per schedule (TPS), and mean time per iteration (TPI) used by CSANNs against different values of γ on the JSSPs. The y-axis is log-scaled and the unit for TPS and TPI is 10 −3 second and 10 −6 second, respectively. duction in the order O(n/ log n) over CSANN regarding the computational complexity. In order to see whether this is the case in the experiments, we calculate the weighted ratio of the TPI required by CSANN to the TPI required by CSANN-II for each value of γ and on each JSSP using the following formula: (a) (b) Fig. 9 Results of (a) R T P I and (b) R T P S against different γ on the JSSPs.
where log n is 10 based. We also calculate the weighted ratio of the TPS by CSANN to the TPS by CSANN-II using the following formula:
The calculated results regarding R TPI and R TPS are plotted in Fig. 9(a) and (b) , respectively. From Fig. 9(a) , it can be seen that R T P I is roughly bounded in the range of [0.14, 0.2] over all values of γ for CSANNs and on all the JSSPs. In other words, we have the following relationship between TPI(CSANN) and TPI(CSANN-II):
TPI(CSANN) = 0.14 ∼ 0.2(n/log n)TPI(CSANN-II). (29) This result confirms that CSANN-II really achieves a reduction in the order O(n/ log n) over CSANN on the test JSSPs with respect to the TPI.
From Fig. 9(b) , it can be seen that R T P S is roughly bounded in the range of [0.13, 0.18] over almost all γ settings and test JSSPs with only two exceptions on LA16 when γ = 0.24 and 0.26. The upper and lower bounds for R T P S are slightly lower than those for R T P I . This is because, as analyzed before, CSANN-II requires slightly more iterations per schedule than CSANN. However, the effect is rather small with a factor of about 10% (i.e., max{(0.14 − 0.13)/0.14, (0.2 − 0.18)/0.2} ≈ 10%). Roughly, we can say that CSANN-II achieves a reduction in the same order O(n/ log n) over CSANN on the test JSSPs regarding the TPS measure.
Regarding the effect of m on the performance of CSANNs, from Fig. 8 it can be seen that when m is doubled, the TPI of CSANNs is approximately doubled. And from Fig. 9 , it can also be seen that the value of m has no clear effect on the value of R T P I (and R T P S ). This result is consistent with our analysis in Sect. 4.2: the computational complexity per iteration for CSANN and CSANN-II is linear with m while the improvement of CSANN-II over CSANN is of the order O(n/ log n) without an explicit impact from m.
Third, regarding the effect of the tightness factor γ on the performance of CSANNs, from Fig. 7 it can be seen that the value of γ affects the best schedule produced by CSANN, but it shows no clear effect on the best schedule produced by CSANN-II. However, γ has a significant effect on the mean makespan produced by both CSANN and CSANN-II. The smaller (and hence the tighter) the value of γ, the better the schedule produced on the average. The trade-off for this gain is, not surprisingly, the computational cost.
From Fig. 8 , it can be seen that when γ becomes tighter, the mean IPS and hence the mean TPS required by CSANNs increases. And for each JSSP when γ is decreased from 0.5, the IPS and TPS by CSANNs increase slowly at the early stage. When γ is decreased below a certain value (i.e., the threshold value), they increase significantly in a power law. For example, on LA21, the mean IPS of CSANN-II increases approximately linearly from 34.43 to 138.80 when γ decreases from 0.5 to 0.3. Then, the IPS increases from 186.54 to 1019.40 approximately in a power law when γ decreases from 0.28 to 0.22. Finally, it increases exponentially from 1019.40 to 10672.38 when γ decreases from 0.22 to 0.2. The threshold value varies with the JSSP. The larger the problem size, the smaller the threshold value.
The above two aspects together validate the importance of selecting a proper γ, i.e., a proper expected makespan, for CSANNs to run. There is a big trade-off between the quality of the schedules and the computational cost. Ideally, γ should be set at the end of the linear growth region for a good schedule quality and reasonable run time of CSANNs. This is the aim of the proposed Algorithm 8, which tries to produce a proper expected makespan by iterative trials. CSANNs with Algorithm 8 are the concern of the second set of experiments to be presented in the next section. 
Experiments on comparisons with classical heuristics
In the second set of experiments, we focus on the performance comparisons of CSANNs and three classical heuristics, GT-Act, GT-ND, and GT-Rule, based on the test JSSPs listed in Table 2 . In this set of experiments, CSANN uses Algorithm 10 with Algorithms 4, 5, and 6, and CSANN-II uses Algorithm 10 with Algorithms 11, 5, 6, and 9. Algorithm 8 is now switched on for both CSANN and CSANN-II with τ = 10, ρ = 1, and δ = 0.01. Here, parameters τ , ρ, and δ were set according to some preliminary experiments without systematic tuning.
For each run of a method on a test JSSP, 10 5 schedules 4 were calculated with the intermediate best-so-far schedule recorded every 100 schedules. And for each run, the final best schedule and time used were also recorded. In order to avoid the effect a random seed may have, 50 runs with different random seeds were carried out for each method on each test problem and the mean results over 50 runs are reported.
The experimental results regarding the makespan of final best schedule and time used in seconds are given in Table 4 , where min/ave/std means minimum, average and standard deviation over 50 runs of algorithms, respectively. The statistical comparison of methods regarding the best makespan produced and the run time used over 50 runs by one-tailed t-test with 98 degrees of freedom at a 0.05 significance level is given in Table  5, In Table 5 , if the t-test value regarding Method 1 -Method 2 is negative or positive, it means that Method 1 is better than or worse than Method 2, respectively, regarding the corresponding performance measure. If the absolute t-test value is greater than 1.660, the performance difference between Method 1 and Method 2 is significant. Those t-test values that mean significant differences of performance between methods are shown in bold font in Table 5 . The experimental results regarding best-so-far makespan produced by different methods against schedules are plotted in Fig. 10 , where the data were averaged over 50 runs. From Table 4, Table  5 , and Fig. 10 , several results can be observed.
First, CSANN-II significantly outperforms CSANN with respect to both the quality of produced schedules and time used on almost all test JSSPs, as indicated Fig. 10 The dynamic performance of methods regarding the best-so-far makespan against schedules on the JSSPs. The data were averaged over 50 runs.
in the t-test results regarding CSANN-II -CSANN. This result is consistent with our first set of experiments. In order to see whether Algorithm 8 for CSANNs works, we also recorded the tightness factor γ achieved after the pre-processing stage of each run and report the results in Table 6 , where min/ave/std means minimum, average and standard deviation over 50 runs of CSANNs, respectively. From Table 6 and Fig. 7 , it can be seen that Algorithm 8 achieved a slightly loose value of γ for LA01, LA06 and LA11 and a good value of γ on larger JSSPs, LA16, LA21 and LA26. Here, a "loose" or "good" value of γ is relative to the "threshold value". For example, for LA01, it is "good" to set γ to the range of [0.35, 0.4] since in this range TPS is low but the solution quality is high, see Fig. 6 and 7. Algorithm 8 reaches an average value of 0.46 for Second, comparing the performance of CSANNs with the three heuristic algorithms regarding the quality of produced schedules, it can be seen that CSANN-II also significantly outperforms GT-Act, GT-ND and GT-Rule on all test JSSPs and that CSANN outperforms them on LA01 and LA06 while performs similarly as or is beaten by them on the other JSSPs. This result can be more clearly viewed from the dynamic performance of methods in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 shows that CSANN-II performs much better than the other methods on the JSSPs. On LA06 and LA11, CSANN-II even achieved the optimal solution within 100 schedules on the average.
Third, when considering the computational cost of different methods, both CSANN and CSANN-II spend significantly more time than GT-Act, GT-ND, and GTRule. This is easy to understand because CSANNs, under the values of γ produced by Algorithm 8, need tens or hundreds of iterations for one schedule while GT-Act, GT-ND and GT-Rule produce one schedule in just one iteration.
In order to carry out a fairer comparison among different methods regarding the computational time, further experiments were carried out to run each method on each test JSSP for a certain fixed time. We also carried out 50 runs for each method on a JSSP. For each run of a method on a JSSP, the run time was limited to 5 × O seconds, where O is the total number of operations. For each run, the best schedule produced and the total number of schedules produced were recorded. The experimental results regarding the best makespan produced by CSANNs and classic heuristics and the corresponding t-test results of comparing them over 50 runs are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 respectively. The average number of schedules produced by CSANNs and classic heuristics over 50 runs is shown in Table 9 . Table 7 shows that CSANN is now beaten by the three heuristic methods on large JSSPs. However, CSANN-II still significantly outperforms CSANN as well as GT- Act, GT-ND, and GT-Rule on nearly all JSSPs, as indicated in the t-test results in Table 8 . Among the three heuristic algorithms, it seems that GT-ND outperforms GT-Act and GT-Rule on most JSSPs, as indicated in the t-test results regarding GT-ND -GT-Act and GT-ND -GT-Rule respectively. This result is consistent with other research work in the literature that nondelay schedules show a better mean solution quality than active ones (Bierwirth and Mattfeld 1999) .
Next, let us consider the average number of schedules produced by different methods within the fixed time on each JSSP. From Table 9 , it can be seen that GT-Act and GT-ND produce a similar number of schedules while GT-Rule generates fewer schedules. This is natural due to their similar computational complexity. CSANN-II generates about 6 to 18 times fewer schedules than GT-Act and GT-ND on the JSSPs while dominating them in mean solution quality. In other words, the peak quality per schedule (QPS) generated by CSANN-II is much higher than other methods. This is an interesting result because both CSANN-II and GTAct aim at active schedules with uncertainty: CSANN-II starts from random initialized start times of operations while GT-Act schedules a random operation from the conflict set C iteratively. The difference lies in that GT-Act searches in the whole domain of active schedules randomly while CSANN-II searches from the larger domain of feasible schedules, which are properly filtered by the expected makespan imposed (the produced schedules are then mapped to active ones by Algorithm 9). This gives CSANN-II an advantage over GT-Act (and GT-ND and GT-Rule similarly). The result that CSANN-II has a much higher QPS is also important since for many advanced scheduling systems, the QPS is a key issue. For these systems, CSANN-II appears better suited than some widely applied heuristics like GT-Act, GT-ND, and GT-Rule.
Experiments on analyzing the component algorithms proposed for CSANN-II
There are several component algorithms proposed in CSANN-II, i.e., Algorithms 7, 8 and 9. In Sect. 5.2, we have shown that Algorithm 7 improves the computational complexity of CSANN-II over CSANN and that Algorithm 8 eliminates the need of setting up the tightness factor for CSANNs. In this set of experiments, we further analyze the effect of Algorithms 8 and 9 on the schedule quality improvement of CSANNs. Two CSANN variants were investigated on the test JSSPs listed in Table 2 : one is CSANN without Algorithm 8 but with Algorithm 9 used in Step 5 of Algorithm 4 to produce an active schedule instead of a semi-active one, which is denoted CSANN-Act. The other is CSANN with both Algorithm 8 and Algorithm 9 switched on, which is denoted CSANN-AP. For CSANN-Act, the tightness parameter is set to γ = 0.5. For CSANN-AP, the parameters in Algorithm 8 are set the same as in Sect. 5.2 with τ = 10, ρ = 1, and δ = 0.01.
For each CSANN on a JSSP, 50 runs were carried out with 10 5 schedules produced per run and the intermediate best-so-far schedule recorded every 100 schedules. The experimental results regarding the best makespan produced by CSANN-Act and CSANN-AP and the corresponding t-test results of comparing them and CSANN and CSANN-II are shown in Table 10 and  Table 11 respectively.
From Table 10 and Table 4 , it can be seen that CSANN-AP significantly outperforms CSANN on almost all test JSSPs, as indicated in the t-test results in Table 11 . That is, Algorithm 9 significantly improves the quality of solutions produced. Another observation is that CSANN-AP outperforms CSANN-Act, especially on large JSSPs. This result indicates that Algorithm 8 also contributes toward a better quality of solutions produced by CSANN. The third result is that CSANN-II performs statistically equivalent or similar to CSANN-AP regarding the solution quality, except on LA21 where CSANN-II is significantly beaten by CSANN-AP.
Conclusions and future work
This paper investigates an improved constraint satisfaction adaptive neural network, CSANN-II, for the JSSP. In CSANN-II, the topology corresponding to the resource constraints is simplified according to the online resource constraint satisfaction situation when it is running via a simple sorting algorithm. Consequently, CSANN-II's computational time per schedule is reduced over the original CSANN model. Some heuristics are also proposed to improve the performance of CSANN and CSANN-II, including producing a proper expected makespan and improving the quality of produced schedules. Based on a set of benchmark JSSPs, we experimentally studied the computational complexity of CSANN-II over CSANN and compared the performance of CSANN-II over CSANN and three classical heuristics. From the experimental results, we analyze the strength and weakness of CSANNs for JSSPs. According to the experimental results and analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn on the test JSSPs.
First, CSANN-II speeds up in the order O(n/ log n) over CSANN, including the time per iteration and time per schedule measures. CSANN-II outperforms CSANN with respect to the quality of solutions primarily due to its use of Algorithm 9, which is better than the semiactive algorithm used in CSANN.
Second, the proposed adaptive scheme for producing a proper expected makespan works well for CSANNs. The experimental results show that reasonable values can be found for the expected makespan automatically. This eliminates the need and difficulty of manually setting the value for CSANNs to solve JSSPs since setting a reasonably good value for the expected makespan can usually lead to good schedules. Of course, we may still manually tune the value with human expertise for optimal results.
Third, CSANN-II outperforms three classical heuristic algorithms with respect to the quality of solutions but requires more time for a schedule. When the run time is fixed, CSANN-II can reach better solutions than the three classical heuristic algorithms with fewer schedules. Hence, CSANN-II has a much higher QPS, which is an important feature.
There are several avenues to pursue for future work regarding CSANN-II. First, just as the three classical heuristic algorithms studied in this paper, CSANN-II is a working tool for JSSPs. Whenever the initial start times for operations are given, CSANN-II will return a deterministic schedule. It is important to see that the QPS generated by CSANN-II is much higher than the three classical heuristic algorithms studied, which are widely used as the fundamental tools for advanced JSSP systems (Hart et al. 2005) . Just as the three classical heuristic algorithms, CSANN-II can surely act as a good fundamental tool for constructing advanced hybrid intelligent systems for JSSPs. For example, combining it with a simple local search scheme has shown some promising results for JSSPs (Yang 2006) . Combining it with other meta-heuristic methods may also produce promising results. For example, we may integrate CSANN-II into GAs and compare the performance with other state-of-the-art GA based scheduling systems for the JSSP. This is an interesting work now under investigation.
Second, CSANN-II itself may be further improved. The knowledge that becomes available during the solving process can be further integrated to improve its performance. For example, with the solving process of CSANN-II, more and more neuron units will correspond to already satisfied sequence constraints and resources constraints and hence become irrelevant in terms of solving constraint violations for a feasible schedule. This knowledge may be used to avoid calculating such irrelevant units and further reduce the computational cost.
Finally, the JSSP studied in this paper is basically an academic problem in scheduling. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, we have focused on JSSPs that are not oversubscribed, have no (tight) deadlines for jobs, 21 and do not allow one job to be processed more than once on a machine. A modest future effort will extend the CSANN approach to practical JSSP-type situations. The application of CSANN-II can also be extended to stochastic and dynamic JSSPs, which are closer to realworld scheduling problems. To address these JSSPs, the structure of CSANN-II may be more flexible and change over time according to the stochastic or dynamic conditions of the JSSP.
